European Small & Mid Cap
Investment Basket Monthly Review 31 January 2019

Investment Basket Facts

Investment Strategy

Name

Mandatum Life European Small & Mid Cap

Inception Date

15.5.2014

Investment Manager

Mandatum Life

Management Fee p.a.

1.5%

Carbon Footprint compared to benchmark index

2018: 56%, 77.6 tCO2 per invested €1 million
2017: 45%, 112.6 tCO2 per invested €1 million

The investment basket invests in European small and mid cap equities and equity-related securities. The investment basket may
use fixed income investments only for cash management.
The investment basket has a benchmark index to which the return of the investment basket is compared. The benchmark
index is STOXX Europe Small 200 NTR. The long-term objective of the investment basket is to outperform the development of the
benchmark index. The benchmark index can be outperformed by investing in selected companies based on a fundamental analysis. The proportion of equity-related securities in the investment basket of the total value of the investment basket may vary between 75% and 125%.

Investment Manager’s Review
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The rise in European SMEs’ stock prices was excellent in January. ML European Small & Mid Cap rose +10,53% while the benchmark index rose +7,93%. Since inception, the investment basket’s return has been +32,54%.
Last year was challenging for the equity markets. The sentiment did nothing but decline towards the end of the year. Equity
weights and recommendations were downgraded one after the other, investors were prompted to sell cyclical equities and buy
defensive ones. Several years of optimism turned into extreme pessimism. We met with a few of our portfolio companies in which
valuations had dropped to their financial crisis levels. As a result, the markets experienced their best January in over 30 years –
since 1987. Of course, this does not mean that the storm is over, with fears rising and valuations and earnings expectations falling.
The earnings season has slowly kicked off, and already now it is safe to say that meeting the forecasts will be enough to enable
stock prices to rise. Everyone expected disappointments, profit warnings and guidance downgrades for 2019. At the same time,
global GDP is growing and new jobs are being created despite the trade war. In light of the current information, a downturn does
not seem to be lurking around the corner, but time will tell. The best performers in January included Safecharge, RPC, Medios and
Taylor Wimpey.
The largest sector weights in the investment basket are consumer discretionary and financials. The largest country exposures are Germany and France. The ML European Small & Mid Cap investment basket has a median P/E of 12.3x, a dividend yield
of +3.4% and an earnings-growth expectation of around +8%. The investment basket is made up of the stocks of around 65 companies, with the average company size being approximately EUR 1.6 billion. Many investors have been waiting for a course correction
from the markets to increase their equity exposure. Over the past six years, all cases of market nervousness have provided excellent opportunities to increase small & mid cap exposure. We believe these companies will grow faster than large caps and offer
investors a better return in the long run.

Investment Basket Allocation

Top Holdings
3,92 %

Burford Capital Ltd

2,22 %

Morphosys Ag

3,66 %

Medios Ag

2,10 %

Smurfit Kappa Group Plc

2,93 %

Aroundtow n Property Holdings Plc

2,06 %

Teleperformance Sa

2,73 %

Grand City Properties Sa

2,01 %

Safecharge International Group Ltd

2,42 %

Aurelius Ag

2,00 %

Covestro Ag

32,9% Germany
15,9% France
11,8% UK
6,0% Sweden
4,3% Belgium
3,0% Norway
2,7% Cyprus
7,1% Spain
2,3% Switzerland
2,4% Ireland
3,4% Finland
8,4% Other Europe

Geographic Allocation

23,6%
16,3%
12,1%
11,2%
10,6%
9,60%
8,20%
6,30%
1,80%
0,30%

Consumer Discretionary
Financials
Industrials
Information Technology
Materials
Other
Real Estate
Health Care
Telecommunication Services
Consumer Staples

Sector Allocation

This investment basket review does not constitute a recommendation to subscribe for or redeem units in the investment basket. In compiling the investment basket review,
every attempt has been made to ensure that the information contained in it is correct. However, Mandatum Life is not accountable for the correctness of the information.
The investment basket’s past performance is no guarantee of future returns. The value of investments may increase or decrease and investors risk losing the assets they
originally invested.
Mandatum Life Insurance Company Limited. Postal address: PO Box 627, 00101 Helsinki. Registered office and address Bulevardi 56, 00120 Helsinki, Finland. Business ID
0641130-2. www.mandatumlife.fi

